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A Guide for Insured Persons - Insolvency Compensation (Version 2016) 

THE MOST IMPORTANT STEPS  

A. VALIDATE YOUR WAGE CLAIM WITH YOUR EMPLOYER  

During the current employment relationship, you may assert your wage claims with your employer (written 

reminder, preferably by registered mail, etc.).  

 

B. VALIDATE YOUR CLAIMS AT THE DEBT CLAIM OFFICE/BANKRUPTCY OFFICE  

If the claim referred to in point A is not applicable, you can enforce all your claims by means of debt 

collection at the competent debt collection / bankruptcy office (usually the debt collection / bankruptcy 

office for the registered address of the company / employer).  

 

C. SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION FOR INSOLVENCY COMPENSATION  

Submit the fully completed form "Application for Insolvency Compensation" with required supporting 

documents to the public unemployment compensation fund of the canton in which the debt claim or the 

bankruptcy of the employer was introduced within 60 days of the bankruptcy event (see point 7). 

 

D. SUBMIT THE APPLICATION FOR UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 

If you become unemployed and reside in Switzerland, you should register personally and as soon as possible 

with your municipality or the responsible RAV office in order to receive unemployment benefits.  

Afterwards, you must submit an application for unemployment compensation to the private or public 

unemployment insurance fund of your choice (see Info-Service "Unemployment", No. 716.200).  

 

If you live abroad and have worked in Switzerland (cross-border commuters), you will normally receive your 

unemployment compensation in your country of residence in accordance with the regulations in force there. 

 

NINE QUESTIONS ON INSOLVENCY CLAIMS 

1. What is the purpose of insolvency compensation?  

Insolvency compensation is insurance against loss of earnings in the event that the employer becomes insolvent 

(inability to pay).  Unlike unemployment compensation, which covers the loss of wages in the event of loss of 

employment due to job loss, insolvency compensation guarantees compensation for loss of wages for work actually 

performed in the event of the employer's insolvency (inability to pay).  The criterion is whether you were 

unemployed and available for the employment agency during the period in question (unemployment compensation) 

or not (insolvency compensation).  For unemployment compensation, see Info-Service "Unemployment" No. 

716.200. 

2. When am I entitled to insolvency compensation?  

As an employee of an insolvent employer which is subject to enforcement proceedings in Switzerland or which 

employs employees in Switzerland, you are entitled to insolvency compensation if:  

- the bankruptcy is opened against your employer and you have wage claims against him or her at that time; 
- the bankruptcy is not opened for the sole reason that no creditor is prepared to advance the costs due to the 
obvious over-indebtedness of the employer; 
- you have filed a garnishee order against your employer for wage claims; or 
- the (silent) provisional or definitive moratorium or judicial suspension of bankruptcy has been granted.  
 
You have the same entitlement to insolvency compensation if you work in Switzerland as a cross-border commuter. 

3. When do I not have a claim to insolvency compensation?  



You cannot claim insolvency compensation if you held a position comparable to that of your employer.  For example, 

if you were able to determine or significantly influence the decisions of your employer in your capacity as a partner, 

as a person financially involved in the business or as a member of a top decision-making body (e.g., member of the 

board of directors of a public limited company, managing partner or managing associate). Nor is your spouse who 

worked in the business entitled to compensation for insolvency. If you live in a registered partnership with a person 

of the same sex, you are treated equally to a spouse. 

4. What does the compensation for insolvency cover?  

The compensation for insolvency covers wage claims for work performed prior to the relevant insolvency event (see 

point 2). Any wage claims arising after the opening of the bankruptcy proceedings are covered by the insolvency 

compensation if the employee continued to work in good faith after the opening of the bankruptcy proceedings.  

For the same employment relationship, wage claims are covered for a maximum of four months, even if the 

employee continued to work in good faith after the insolvency event.  Even if several insolvency events (e.g. debt 

restructuring moratorium and subsequent opening of bankruptcy proceedings) have occurred with the same 

employer, a maximum of four months' wages are insured.   

A 13th month's salary or bonuses, vacation or public holiday compensation and other allowances (special 

compensation for overtime, shift work, night work or Sunday work, etc.) are also taken into account, provided you 

have a legal claim to them. Please ask your unemployment insurance fund. 

5. What is not covered by the insolvency compensation?  

Not covered by the insolvency compensation in particular are: 

- claims that are not permitted in the event of a foreclosure; 
- child and education allowances (these can be claimed from the family compensation fund of the last employer); 
- other wage supplements which have the character of expenses and are therefore not subject to contributions 
within the meaning of the AHV Act (e.g., travel expenses); 
- claims for damages (e.g., due to termination of employment without notice).  
 
If you receive a wage replacement (daily allowance) due to incapacity to work caused by illness or accident, you are 
not entitled to compensation for insolvency. Only any difference between this compensation and the salary normally 
owed to you can be compensated.  
 

6. What do I have to do to assert my claims for insolvency compensation?  

In order to exercise your claim, you must submit your claim within a certain period of time (see point 7. : 

- file all your claims against your former employer with the responsible debt enforcement and bankruptcy office 
(usually for the company's registered address); 
- submit a claim for compensation for insolvency to the public unemployment insurance fund of the canton in which 
the debt enforcement or bankruptcy proceedings against your employer were initiated (the legally responsible 
fund). This means that you must submit the fully completed form "Application for Insolvency Compensation" (No. 
716.701) to the public unemployment insurance fund and enclose the necessary documents. 
 

7. What deadlines do I have to observe?  

The deadline for filing claims with the responsible debt enforcement and bankruptcy office is published in the Swiss 

Official Gazette of Commerce (SHAB) or in the cantonal official gazette.  You must submit a claim for compensation 

to the competent public unemployment insurance fund at the place of the debt enforcement and bankruptcy office  

- at the latest 60 days after the following insolvency events:- publication of the bankruptcy in the SHAB; 
- publication of the provisional or definitive debt-restructuring moratorium in the SHAB, or  
- publication of the bankruptcy notice in the SHAB.   
- the publication of the suspension of bankruptcy in the SHAB; 
- the publication of the provisional or final debt-restructuring moratorium in the SHAB; 
- the execution of the attachment or the day after the service of the attachment document;967 



- notice of the unused expiration of the deadline for the payment of the advance on costs after a bankruptcy petition 
has been filed (Art. 169 para. 2 SchKG). 
 
Important:  After the expiration of these deadlines, your claim to the insolvency compensation expires. 
 

8. How is the insolvency compensation paid out?  

The insolvency compensation is paid out as follows:  You will receive 

- a partial payment of 70% of the gross amount of the compensation (60% for persons with source tax), 
- the remainder of the compensation (after deduction of statutory contributions or social security premiums) with 
the final statement.  
 

9. What are my obligations?  

You have to comply with the obligation to minimize losses. You must take legal action against your employer for the 

assertion of outstanding wages (during the employment relationship at least a written reminder, if possible by 

registered mail, after the end of the employment relationship, immediate debt collection), otherwise you will lose 

your right to compensation for insolvency.  

Until the public unemployment insurance fund notifies you that it has entered into the proceedings, you must do 

everything possible in bankruptcy or debt enforcement proceedings to protect your claims against your employer 

(e.g., enter your claims in bankruptcy proceedings). From this point on, you must support the public unemployment 

insurance fund in enforcing your rights. 

Upon payment of insolvency compensation, your claim will be transferred to the public unemployment insurance 

fund (subrogation) The public unemployment fund will claim the insolvency compensation and social security 

contributions paid by it from your employer, i.e., it will become a party to the proceedings. If you have already 

received a loss certificate (Verlustschein), you must hand it over to the public unemployment insurance fund. You 

must reimburse or partially reimburse the public unemployment insurance fund for the insolvency compensation 

paid to you if: 

- the wage claim cannot be admitted in the enforcement proceedings; 
- the claim is not or not fully covered due to a mistake made by you or due to gross negligence on your part; 
- the employer later fulfills the claim in whole or in part; 
- the employer has subsequently paid all or part of the claim. 
 


